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About This Game

Features

 5,000 unlockable achievements

 Lowest price possible

 Guarantee that achievements will work

 Future trading cards

The Story

This is the story of Charles.

He was once an ordinary man, with a simple life and simpler goals. Now, the endless run is the only life he knows. He is a
hollow man, and his only goal is to achieve perfection, one step at a time. Society demands it, and what kind of man would he if

he did not serve the common good?

Failure is not an option. Imperfection is unacceptable. Anything less than perfect is flawed. Welcome to the future.
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Gameplay

This is an embarrassingly simple endless runner with randomized platforms and obstacles. Left mouse button or spacebar makes
Charles jump and double jump. Holding them down makes him jump higher. You help him avoid stepping on rocks (because

they hurt, I guess?) His running speed increases over time. Because there's no cap to the speed, it will inevitably be impossible to
keep going, just as it will inevitably be impossible to keep chasing perfection.
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Cool game for killing time. + REP. Ball sucking scamware garbage.. If you like RISK, you'll like this game. The menus are easy
to navigate and there is a very easy learning curve, so it's a breeze to get started and begin dominating the planet.. I was initially
going to refund this, since there's not much to it. However, upon seeing that the developer has done a lot to the game in the past,
adding and detracting from it, I changed my mind. These type of VR games definitely deserve everyone's support, and the game
is quite unique. I especially like how the sky lights up in a thunderous way to the beat of my music.. For those times when you
want to just play, not think or plan too much. Galactic Civilization (1&2) is the best 4X space I have seen so far, then Space
Empire V then Armada 2526. I can envision playing Armada before Gal Civ when I don't feel like committing too much time. It
is challenging because opponents advance fast and pile on, just have to be aggressive.
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A cute game with fun mechanics. I'm usually not one for arcade style games, but this one has been enjoyable so far, going
through the campaign. For me, it was worth the price, and I plan on playing this whenever I just want to relax for a few
minutes.. I stumbled across this game as I was looking for something spooky to play, given that it's that time of the year. God's
Basement seemed to fit the bill, so I gave it a shot.

I usually don't write too many reviews, but after completing the game a few minutes ago, I felt that I had to. This game really
left quite an impression on me. It's just the right amount of spooky. There were very few jump scares, and there were moments
that made me feel genuinely disturbed.

I really look forward to seeing what else the developer has in store for future titles. You're off to a great start! It was a pleasure
playing through this.

If you're on the fence about this game, I encourage you to give it a chance. It just may surprise you. Thanks. And one last thing.
Good luck.. I got stuck in a corner and couldn't get out. The hands don't move either so it's a pain figuring out how to move or
manipulate things.. but apparently with the Rift you have to hold down the teleport button.. I hate teleporting in VR games.. now
I have to use to it pick things up. what?. My entire childhood... 10/10. This game is literally a princess maker. You just murder
them to make more princesses. 10/10. Transport Giant is yet another "tycoon" game that was made back in 2004 and attempted
to bring back the excitement of playing transportation games. Unfortunately, as far as I am concerned, the game fails to bring
that excitement. A decent amount of work was put into making this game, but that is all - just decent. Although for a 2004 game
the graphics are up to par, there are notable interface and menu design problems that make it difficult for players to play as
smoothly as they did with Transport Tycoon and the Railroad Tycoon series. To be specific, the menus and features of the game-
play are not not intuitively designed (hard to navigate). Another issue is the limited amount of information the game provides
about vehicles, stations, industries and cities.

I will not say that I am disappointed at this game, but I will say that I hope whoever continues the legacy of making
transportation games, uses way more care and attention in desigining such games by learning from the mistakes of their
predecessors.

All in all, Tranport Giant is a FAIR attempt at reviving the dead era of transportation games, but in falls short of being exciting
and addictive. JoWood Entertainment, the make of the game, is no longer with us! Hopefully someone will come around and
end our wait by making the next awesome "transport tycoon" game.. I played it on Windows 10 with a mouse. The cursor was
very difficult to control. I installed the game twice. It may play better with a touch screen.. get this with number 1, ♥♥♥♥ the
3rd ep.. One awesome Steam Locomotive, especially when you set up a double header with the LNWR G2 Super D locomotive
in front, the Q 6 is super int-elegant and injectors starts working and stoops on the second loco, then the cylinder drain corks
will also close even before the front loco (player) closes his. It makes it like the crew on the Q 6 is very alive and makes it a
blast to play with. I rate this locomotive very close to the LNWR G2 Super D. 10\/10
http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/448186\/Train_Simulator_LNWR_G2_Super_D_Steam_Loco_AddOn\/
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